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INTRODUCTION



• Thanks to heat cost allocation, individual families,
which have by now to directly sustain heating
costs, are encouraged to heat rooms only when
people are staying in them.

• Where and when heating is in fact necessary,
heat control devices prevent ambient
temperature from raising too much.

• Both actions limit unnecessary heat production,
fuel consumption and operational costs.



• To translate these benefits into figures and
percentages is not easy, mainly due to lack of
operational data.

• This presentation is intended to be a further
contribution, based on numerous “real life”
data.



DATA COLLECTION



• 63 methane-fired, central heating installations in
apartment buildings have been examined: 51 are
equipped with heat cost allocators.

• Installations have been monitored for several
years as a whole.

• Heat produced (kWh) and fuel consumed (Sm3)
by each boiler have been measured.



• By weight-averaging, two indexes have been
calculated:
– specific consumption;

– load factor.

• Separate calculations have been performed
for installations equipped and, respectively,
not equipped with heat cost allocators.



• Average specific consumption: weight-average
of specific consumptions (Sm3/kWh) of
individual boilers during respective monitoring
times.



• Load factor (“Fc”) can be defined both for each individual
boiler, and for all the boilers taken as a whole (overall load
factor).

• For each boiler, Fc is the ratio of heat (kWh) that was in fact
produced during the monitoring time to maximum heat
(kWh) that could have been produced. The latter
(maximum heat) is in turn the product of boiler power (kW)
times monitoring time (hours).

• Overall load factor: weight-average of individual load
factors, (weights being the respective maximum heats that
could be produced).



• High overall load factor: boilers have been 
operated close to respective rated power.



VERIDIMILITUDE 
ANALYSIS OF DATA



• First, available data were checked for
verisimilitude, based on climate zones.

• In climate zone E, where ambient
temperatures are lower, it is reasonable to
expect a higher load factor: boilers are
operated for a longer time every day.



• According to our data, E zone load factor
in fact exceeds that in D zone by 12-13
per cent.

• This is the case with or without heat cost
allocators.
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• The longer the operation period of a boiler, the fewer the 
on/off cycles.

• When the boiler is switched off, ventilation losses start to 
take place: the chimney draft causes an air flux to cross the 
boiler (which is still hot) and to cool it. Heat removed from 
the boiler disperses into the atmosphere, which amounts to 
a heat loss.

• Ignitions are usually preceded by an air washing of the 
combustion chamber, which causes further cooling and 
heat loss.

• Higher efficiency (or lower specific consumption) is to be 
expected in areas where the climate is colder.



• In this case, too, available data confirm
expectations:

– in E zone, specific consumption is 0.92 times that in D
zone for “non-allocation” case (a somewhat lower
consumption also occurs in the “allocation” case).

• As climate gets colder, boilers are used for longer
times (higher load factor) and more efficiently
(lower consumption).

• This corroborates following analysis.



MAIN ANALYSIS 



• Installations equipped with heat cost
allocators exhibit substantially lower load
factors (minus 30-31 per cent, both in D and in
E climate zone).

• This confirms that heat allocation discourages
unnecessary heat production.
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• However, heat cost allocation seems to
increase specific consumption (plus 5 per cent
in “D” climate zone; plus 12 per cent in “E”
climate zone).

• Overall benefit turns out to be less than
expected: fuel saving is lower than heat
saving.



• When load factor is low, stand-by losses and
start-up losses are significant and should be
decreased.

• Both losses tend to increase with the volume
of combustion chamber, and, as a result with
the boiler rated power.



• For new installations, boilers with lower rated
power should be chosen, all things being
equal.

• Decreasing rated power, however, amounts to
increasing load factor, feasibility of which
should be investigated in the first place.



• Let us consider the maximum load factor
(Fcmax) that a boiler can withstand.

• Fcmax is independent of heat cost allocation:
boilers with heat cost allocations exhibit the
same Fcmax as those without.



• Conservatively, Fcmax can be assumed to be
equal to the highest Fc that was reached
during operation:

• 0.22 in D climate zone;

• 0.25 in E zone.

• In the presence of heat cost allocators, Fc can
be increased up to the value it would have
without them.



CONCLUSIONS



• Conclusions

• Thanks to heat cost allocation, boiler capacity
can be lowered in such a way as to bring load
factor back to 0.22 (from 0.15), or to 0.25
(from 0.17), respectively.

• Capacity reduction is determined by the ratio
of latter figure to former one, namely 30 per
cent (approximately) in both cases.



• Conclusions

• All things being equal, it is nowadays possible to choose
boilers with 70 per cent rated power, as compared to those
that were chosen in the past, when heat cost allocation was
not common practice.

• This figure should be regarded just as a rough estimate, for
two main reasons:
– it is relative to two climate zones only (D and E);
– it has been calculated as an average based on several

installations: the individual characteristics of each installation
are therefore neglected.


